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Abstract 
Complex systems can be divided into simpler substructures. Determining the properties of 
each subcomponent by experimental procedures is practical and can serve to verify or 
calibrate finite element models. In this work, an existing model of a wind turbine blade was 
improved by use of experimental data. Such a blade is a subpart of a complete wind turbine. 
For calibration purpose, several material tests were made in order to determine the stiffness 
and mass properties. Later on, vibration tests of the blades were conducted and compared 
with simulation results of the improved model. Geometry variability within sets of blades 
was also studied. The blade twist angles and the center of gravity positions were found to 
vary moderately, which accounts for differences in blades’ dynamic behavior. Correlations 
between experimental data and analytical model results were very high for the first eight 
modeshapes. That is, according to the Model Assurance Criterion the calibrated model 
achieves a high-quality representation of reality. However, torsional modes in the computer 
model occur at a higher frequency than the experimental ones. Substructuring of the turbine 
allows the blades to be modeled and validated independently of the other substructures and 
can later be incorporated into a complete model of the turbine.  
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1 Introduction  
The topic of experimental dynamic substructuring has raised new research interest in the 
last years. This work is part of the substructuring of an Ampair A600 wind turbine into its 
blades, nacelle and tower, for which good descriptions of each part (model or test data) are 
necessary. The present work continues the modeling of the wind turbine blades setting out 
from measurement data. 

In this first chapter, a background of the thesis topic is given. Here, the aim and scope of the 
thesis and the research questions are defined. 

The second chapter discusses the knowledge base generated by other authors regarding the 
substructuring techniques in general and the more experiments carried out on the A600 
wind turbine blades. Some points are raised on what key aspects should be taken into 
account for this thesis from these previous works. 

Chapter three deals with the theory behind material properties and modal analysis. It also 
treats one method to check the correlation of the model and experiment. 

The fourth chapter discusses which and how the experiments will be carried out and how 
the model will be built. 

The fifth chapter discusses the results obtained in our experiments and model analysis. 

The sixth and seventh chapters comprise a final discussion of the thesis and the conclusions 
drawn from our study. 

Chapter eight contains the references whereas chapter nine constitutes of the appendices 
mentioned along the work.  

At last, a time planning, which was written during the project planning report, is included at 
the back of the thesis.  

1.1 Background 
The Ampair 600W is a low-power three-blade turbine of about 2 meters of swept area and 
16 kg of weight (Ampair Energy Ltd, 2012). This wind turbine was chosen as a common 
benchmark test by the SEM1 Substructures Focus Group to increase the knowledge in 
experimental substructuring theory and techniques (Johansson, et al., 2013). 

To predict how the turbine will behave under dynamic loading, a representation of the 
turbine is needed; test data, a calculation model or a combination of these can be used. 
Advances in technology allow the use of relatively cheaper computer models instead of 
prototypes (Gibanica, et al., 2013). The model must closely represent reality and is therefore 
calibrated through laboratory testing. How well the model resembles the experiments can 
be quantified by correlation factors. 

In the mid-1960s it was found out that splitting up the structure into different substructures 
that can be analyzed as independent systems greatly reduced the complexity of the problem 
(Craig Jr. & Kurdila, 1981). Such techniques to reduce the complexity of a model by using 
experiment results is the framework in which this thesis work contributes. 

                                                      
1 Society for Experimental Mechanics, see http://sem.org 
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A computer model together with several tests were made in previous work at the 
Department of Mechanical Engineering at Linnaeus University to define the properties of the 
blade. With this previous study as a base, more tests will be made in this thesis to adjust and 
further tune the model to even better represent reality. 

1.2 Purpose of the thesis 
The general purpose of this thesis is to improve an existing finite element model of an 
Ampair 600 wind turbine so that the computational model corresponds closer to the 
behavior of the turbine in reality.  To achieve this objective the turbine is divided into 
substructures that are modeled independently. Thus the blades, nacelle and tower of the 
turbine are calibrated separately and then joined together for the final testing. The focus of 
this work is to develop the model of the turbine blades. 

This objective be divided into several smaller subtasks: 

1) Approximate the elasticity in different dimensions of the outer material and the 
elasticity of the core conglomerate of the blades through tensile testing. 

2) Determine the mass and the position of the center of gravity for each blade. These 
properties are related to the additional weights added by the manufacturer to 
equilibrate the blades. Comparing the center of gravity between the model and tests 
is a good quality check. 

3) Calibrate the finite element model of the blade with the data obtained from the 
experiments. 

4) Perform vibrational testing to find out the natural frequencies, modal damping ratios 
and modeshape vectors, and check if the behavior of the computer model 
corresponds to reality. 

1.3 Hypotheses and limitations 
1. Hypothesis: 

Material properties for the skin are modeled as constant thickness transverse 
isotropic due to the laminated glass fiber. 

Limitation: 

The thickness of the skin is not constant along the blade. 

2. Hypothesis: 

The mass distribution and center of gravity of the blade are controlled by the 
presence of additional weights. 

Limitations: 

a) The weights are located in different positions within the blades. 
b) Some of the blades don´t show additional weights. 

3. Hypothesis: 

The weight of the accelerometers can be checked and taken into account. 

Limitation: 

The effect of the additional weight will be small-scaled and equal for every blade. 
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4. Hypothesis: 

The density of the foam core is constant over the entire blade. 

Limitation: 

Due to the production process and the changing cross-sectional area the density 
varies. 

1.4 Reliability, validity and objectivity 
To improve the model of the blade, several tests will be conducted.  

Tensile tests will give the Young modulus of the skin material of the blade in three directions. 
For that, three specimens will be tested in each direction, having orientations 0, 45 and 90 
degrees. To obtain the elasticity of the core foam, a compression test of two specimens will 
be made. Both tests will be performed with an MTS2 Hydraulic machine. The whole process 
is explained in detail in chapter 4.1.1. 

Vibrational tests will give the eigenfrequencies and modeshapes of the blades, which will be 
used for comparison with the improved computer model. For that, five measurements will 
be made for each of two excitation points, and the accelerometers will be distributed into 20 
points around the blade being tested at the time. LMS 3 equipment will be used to collect 
the data. This experiments is treated are detail in chapter 4.1.5. 

The points will be marked on  and the position in three coordinates of these points will be 
measured; this makes it possible to study the differences in the geometry of the blades. 

The center of gravity will be measured as detailed in chapter 4.1.3. This will serve as an 
additional quality check of the FE model. 

The computer model, based on a geometry stemming from measurements made by a 3D 
photo technique, will be improved and checked through all the previously mentioned 
experiments. 

The desired result is that the real blade and the computer model dynamic behavior should 
be the same. If the Model Assurance Criterion, described in chapter 3.6, between 
measurement data and computer model data is high, proximity between both will have been 
achieved. 

However, a spread of the twist of the blade could make them have different dynamic 
properties. 

In the tensile test, aside from stress in the normal direction, there might appear bending. 
This is taken into account by setting the strain gauges in two opposite sides. Likewise, for 
compression test, buckling might be present, and the strain gauges are set in two 
perpendicular directions.  

At the end, conclusions will be based the knowledge acquired from the references detailed 
in chapter 2, as well as direct observation of the experiments and computer analysis.  

                                                      
2 Material Test Systems, see http://www.mts.com/ 
3 Leuven Measurement Systems, see http://www.lmsintl.com/ 
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2 Literature review 
This section first covers the definition of substructuring for dynamic analysis. Further, it 
discusses the utility of these methods to provide accurate solutions by combinding models of 
different parts i.e. substructure models. The second part addresses the results and findings 
in the research conducted by the SEM Substructuring Focus Group regarding the Ampair 
600W wind turbine.  At the end the recommendations of the authors together with the 
knowledge obtained from the analysis of the previous reports are summarized. 

2.1 Previous studies of the Ampair 600W wind turbine 
The SEM Substructuring Focus Group has chosen the Ampair 600W wind turbine, see Figure 
1, as a benchmark test bed for studies of substructure couplings of test data and 
computational models. The studies are being carried out by several institutions in different 
countries and are useful to create knowledge of the properties of the turbine blades. The 
turbine blades, due to their complex geometry and sensitivity of the manufacturing process, 
may be considered the most sensible part to model.  

 
Figure 1: Ampair 600W turbine (Source: http://www.ampair.com/) 

To determine the complex geometry of the turbine blades, Linnaeus University decided to 
used optical 3D measurements (called TRITOP) were made to allocate the  position of 
reference makers in combination with numerous photos taken from different angles, 
information that was converted into a CAD model (Linderholt, 2012). Students from 
Chalmers University of Technology (Chalmers) utilized a milling machine to measure the 
position of the points used for the vibrational test and the blade twisting (Gibanica, et al., 
2013). When using a simple isotropic shell to model the blade good MAC correlation was 
obtained for the first four modeshapes, although the results are affected by the estimation 
of the material properties (Gibanica, et al., 2013). 

A study of the composition of the blade through several circular cuts showed variability in 
the thickness of the outer, denser layer; whereas the core plastic material varied from very 
porous to not porous at all. The core is most likely formed by a conglomerate of two low-
density plastics (Linderholt, 2012). Chemical analysis of cuttings of the material of the blade 
showed that both the core and the skin are made of polypropylene. There were also found 
signs that there is mineral material within the skin (Johansson, et al., 2013).  
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Previous researches show that the mass for each blade is roughly the same for each set of 
three blades while it varies between sets (Gibanica, et al., 2013). X-Ray scans showed metal 
rod inserted into the blades (Linderholt, 2012), see Figure 2. It is possible to conclude that, 
for each set of three blades, additional weights are introduced in two of them to get equal 
masses.  

Equally interesting was the deviation. The twisting angles of imaginary lines between two 
parallel measurement points at positions along the blades point out that the blades are not 
grouped based on their geometrical properties (Gibanica, et al., 2013). 

 
Figure 2: X-Ray scan showing the metal rod found at the tip of the blade 

 

To determine the stiffness properties of the blades it is possible to use static loadings. 
Torsional loading, see Figure 3, and bending moment were applied and measured using an 
optical system. The model was optimized using nonlinear programming to make it fit test 
data better (Linderholt, 2012). 

 
Figure 3: Torsional loading on the blade 

Another useful experiment to determine its properties would be to apply a tensile testing of 
the skin together with a compressive testing of the core. The model can be calibrated using 
the eigenfrequencies, and validated with those eigenfrequencies that are not used within 
the calibration, in order to check the MAC correlation (Johansson, et al., 2013).  
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2.2 Outcome of the literature review   
To avoid making the model based on approximated parameters mechanical testing on the 
core and the skin of the blades should be made. From the previous works it can be inferred 
that a model with an orthotropic elasticity on the skin and an isotropic core material may be 
accurate (Gibanica, et al., 2013). The findings about the additional weights point out that a 
study regarding the distribution of the mass could be made. Still the approximate models 
show good correlation at low frequencies (Nurbhai & Macknelly, 2012). It should be 
mentioned the variation of the angle between two equal positions in different blades, which 
showed a coefficient of variation of up to 12% at the tip (Gibanica, et al., 2013).  
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3 Theory 

3.1 Introduction to substructuring in modal analysis 
Models made of an extensive number of degrees of freedom are able to represent complex 
structures and do perform well in the computation of static stresses, but can become 
unnecessarily detailed for the representation of the global dynamic behavior of a structure. 

Component-mode synthesis is a method to simplify a model by reducing its number of 
degrees of freedom. Substructuring generally consists of dividing the structure into several 
components in order to reduce the complexity and later combine them into a reduced-
model of the complete structure (Craig Jr. & Kurdila, 1981). The space shuttle in Figure 4 is 
representative for substructuring. The substructuring can be achieved through a 
combination of experimental data and the analytical models. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The modeling of substructures can be particularly useful when the manufacturer’s design 
details are not available. It also allows for a more simple computational system due to a 
smaller number of degrees of freedom. It is often the case that complex structures can be 
analyzed more accurately with an experimental obtained substructure than with a purely 
analytical one. (Nurbhai & Macknelly, 2012). Another use is the test verification of finite 
element models of subcomponents. 

Substructuring makes it possible to define a reduced model made up by reduced degrees-of-
freedom and generalized coordinates based on the component modes obtained on 
experimental testing, which can be made using a free, fixed or hybrid interface (Note that in 
this work a free-free configuration will be utilized). A reduced blade model will be made as a 
continuation of this work. It is important to remind that the reduction involves a residual 
force error. 

 

Figure 4: Space shuttle substructuring: (a) components; (b) primal assembly; 
(c) dual assembly (Craig Jr. & Kurdila, 1981) 
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3.2 Orthotropic elasticity for the skin 
The skin of an A600 wind turbine blade consists of a reinforced glass fiber composite. The 
material is woven in a 2/2 twill pattern, see Figure 9. Before curing the glass fiber is pre-
impregnated with Polypropylene. (Nurbhai & Macknelly, 2012) 

Due to this reinforced material composite, the tensile modulus is expected to be dependent 
on the direction. Figure 5 shows the symmetry conditions for an orthotropic material. Both 
figures show three symmetry axes. 

 

 

 

 

The relation between stresses and strains for orthotropic materials is the following: 

 𝝈 = 𝑫𝜺 (1) 

 

With: 𝝈 =

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡
𝜎𝑧𝑧
𝜎𝑧𝑧
𝜎𝑧𝑧
𝜎𝑧𝑧
𝜎𝑧𝑧
𝜎𝑧𝑧⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

;  𝜺 =

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡
𝜀𝑧𝑧
𝜀𝑧𝑧
𝜀𝑧𝑧
𝛾𝑧𝑧
𝛾𝑧𝑧
𝛾𝑧𝑧⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

;  𝑫 =

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡
𝐷11 𝐷12 𝐷13 0 0 0
𝐷21 𝐷22 𝐷23 0 0 0
𝐷31 𝐷32 𝐷33 0 0 0

0 0 0 𝐷44 0 0
0 0 0 0 𝐷55 0
0 0 0 0 0 𝐷66⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

 

 

 

3.3 Isotropic elasticity for the core 
The core of the blades consist according to (Nurbhai & Macknelly, 2012) of a white 
thermoplastic based polymer foam. Polymer foam can be considered to be isotropic, since 
the material does not have any specific direction. Performing for example tensile tests with 
an isotropic material would give the same results for all directions. Figure 6 shows symbolic 
an isotropic material without any symmetry planes. 

 

Figure 5: Orthotropic material (three symmetry planes) (Ottosen & Petersson, 1992) 

 

x 

y 
z 
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For an isotropic material, there are only two independent coefficients, Young’s modulus E 
and Poisson’s ratio v. The D-matrix is therefore reduced to: 

 

𝑫 =
𝐸

(1 + 𝜈)(1− 2𝜈)

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡
1 − 𝜈 𝜈 𝜈 0 0 0
𝜈 1 − 𝜈 𝜈 0 0 0
𝜈 𝜈 1 − 𝜈 0 0 0

0 0 0
1
2

(1 − 2𝜈) 0 0

0 0 0 0
1
2

(1 − 2𝜈) 0

0 0 0 0 0
1
2

(1 − 2𝜈)⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

 

 

3.4 Shear modulus 
With the tensile tests to be performed (see chapter 4.1.1) the young is modulus in different 
directions of the material will be obtained. However, the shear modulus of the material is 
still needed for both materials.   In order to obtain its value, the following formula is used: 

 

G =
E

2(1 + ν) (2) 

 

Where E is the new value obtained for Young Modulus and ν is Poisson’s ratio. A typical 
value of ν = 0.28  for glass fiber is utilized (Erhard, 2006) in the skin material; while in the 
inside isotropic material the value ν = 0.29  from the existing model was kept. 

3.5 Experimental Modal Analysis 
Dynamical structures can be modeled in the modal domain by using eigenmodes extracted 
from vibrational test data. The outcome of an experimental modal analysis (EMA) is then a 
modal model containing: 

- Natural frequencies 
- Modal damping ratios 

Figure 6:  Isotropic material (no symmetry plane) (Ottosen & Petersson, 1992) 
x 

y 

z 
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- Modeshape vectors 
- Modal masses 

With the knowledge about those structural properties, establishing a complete dynamic 
model is possible in theory. The inertia matrix M, the damping matrix C and the stiffness 
matrix K can be calculated by using the measured system properties. In practice it is not 
possible to measure all modes up to very high frequencies nor is it possible to measure all 
degrees-of-freedom. Therefore the model will not be complete. However, a model can be 
calibrated by using test data. The following equation represents the complete mechanical 
system in the time domain. (De Silva, 2007) 

 

 𝑀�̈� + 𝐶�̇� + 𝐾𝑢 = 𝑓(𝑡) (3) 

With: 

 

M: mass (resp. inertia) matrix 

C: damping (linear viscous) matrix 

K: stiffness matrix 

f(t): forcing vector 

u: displacement response vector 

This model can be used both for analyzing a system and for (often as the next step) 
modifying the dynamic structure. Requested vibrational behavior can be reached by 
changing the mass, damping, and/or the stiffness matrix of the system.  

Typical steps of an experimental modal analysis are (De Silva, 2007): 

1. Gather test data by vibrational tests consisting of excitation forces and the 
corresponding motion responses. 

2. Compute frequency transfer functions (FTF) for example by Fourier analysis. 
3. Compare and curve fit the analytical FTF to the computed transfer functions. Natural 

frequencies, damping ratios and residues for various modes. 
4. Extract the modeshape vectors 
5. Compute the modal mass, stiffness and the damping matrices 

 

 

3.6 Modal Assurance Criterion 
The “Modal Assurance Criterion” (MAC) is used to compare an experimental modeshape 
ϕ𝑚𝑗 with an analytical one (ϕ𝑎𝑘). The MAC is calculated with the following equation: 

 
MAC𝑗𝑘 =

�ϕ𝑚𝑗
𝑇 ϕ𝑎𝑘�

2

(ϕ𝑎𝑘
𝑇 ϕ𝑎𝑘)�ϕ𝑚𝑗

𝑇 ϕ𝑚𝑗�
 (4) 
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If two modes are identical, the MAC has a value of 1. Hence, if the two sets of modes 
correlate perfectly, the MAC matrix shows ones in the diagonal. Table 1 shows a MAC matrix 
as an example for the situation where three analytical modes are correlated with three 
experimental modes. It is obvious that the modes are highly correlated. As a threshold for  
good correlation usually 80 % is chosen (here in green). (Friswell & Mottershead, 1995) 

 

Table 1: MAC correlation plot (according to (Friswell & Mottershead, 1995)) 

  Measured modes 

M
od

el
ed

 m
od

es
  1 2 3 

1 0.97 0.34 0.08 

2 0.30 0.82 0.25 

3 0.10 0.16 0.98 
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4 Method 

4.1 Experiments and laboratory testing 

4.1.1 Tensile tests 
To support the tuning of the wind turbine FE-model, tensile tests of the material are made. 
The inner foam core of the blade and the glass fiber skin are tested separately.  

A standardized shape defined by the ASTM D638, and ISO 527 respectively. Figure 7 shows 
the typical shape is of a specimen for plastic tensile testing. 

In the test machine, the test specimen is clamped into jaws at both ends. The test itself is set 

up to elongating the specimen until it reaches its maximum and wrests. At the same time the 
elongation is measured either directly at the specimen, or indirectly over the jaws. The result 
of such a test is a force-elongation diagram. This can be used for calculating the Young’s 
modulus E. 

 𝐸 =
𝜎
𝜀

 (5) 

 

The stress 𝜎 = 𝐹
𝐴

 and the strain 𝜀 = Δ𝐿
𝐿

.  

 

 ⇒ 𝐸 =
𝐹 𝐿
𝐴 Δ𝐿

 (6) 

 A is the cross-sectional area of the test specimen in the middle section and L is the initial 
gauge length. Figure 8 shows the method do derive the E-module directly from the stress-
strain curve. 

Figure 7: Test specimen standardized by ASTM D638 (Naranjo, et al., 2008) 
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a) Fiber glass skin 

Since the skin is a composite of Polypropylene, reinforced with woven glass fiber, it is 
expected that there are different tensile material properties dependent on the direction of 
testing. Therefore all in all nine specimens are cut out of the skin, each three for the two 
main directions and the diagonal. 

A piece of the woven glass fiber material used for the blade is also analyzed. It shows, that 
the fibers are woven in 2/2 twill style. Direction (1) is along the so called weft threads, and 
expected to be the strongest direction, since the threads are pretty straight in the material. 
Direction (2) is along the warp threads. Those cross the weft perpendicular and are going up 
and down around them. See Figure 9. 

1 
2 

Figure 9: Woven glassfiber material 

St
re

ss
 σ

 

Strain ε ε’ ε’’ 

σ’’ 

σ’ 

𝐸 =
𝜎′′−𝜎′

𝜀′′−𝜀′
 

Figure 8: Deriving the E-Module from a stress-strain graph 
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The Young’s modulus calculated for both measurements can then be included into the FEM-
model of the turbine blade.  

b) Foam core 

It is assumed, that the core is isotropic (see 3.3). Therefore the foam specimen can be cut 
out in any direction. Hence, the result of the tensile tests is expected to be the same for any 
orientation. 

 

4.1.1.1 Selection of the test specimen 
According to ISO 527, for the tensile testing of fiber-reinforced plastic composites (here a 
glass fiber woven into a polypropylene matrix), the following specimen shape and 
dimensions could be used: 

 
Figure 10: Test specimen shape according to ISO 527-4 (ISO, 1997) 

  Dimensions (mm) 

L3 Overall length ≥150 

L1 Length of narrow parallel-sided portion 60±0,5 

R Radius ≥60 

b2 Width at ends 20±0,2 

b1 Width at narrow portion 10±0,2 

h Thickness 2 to 10 

L0 Extensometers’ gauge length 50±0,5 

L Initial distance between grips 115±1 

 

Notice: This is the standardized specimen according to the ISO 527. Since the material is hard 
to machine, it was here decided to use a different shape, simplified such that the specimens 
are rectangular instead of the “bone shape”. This can be seen in the next chapter.  
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4.1.1.2 Preparation and conditions for the test 
Three groups of test specimens are prepared. Two represent the material along the main 
fiber direction (spec. 1-3), and perpendicular to it (spec. 4-6). The third group is cut out in 
45° to the fibers (spec. 7-9). The specimens are cut out from a flat sample of the composite 
material, which was provided by the manufacturer. (Ampair Energy Ltd, 2012) 

The recommended speed according to the standard for the test is 2 mm/min when 
determining the tensile modulus of elasticity.  

The specimens are cut out using a band saw. For getting mostly exact dimensions and 
smooth surfaces at the cuts, they are sanded by hand afterwards. See Figure 11 and Figure 
12. 

 

 
Figure 11: Orientation of the specimens cut out from the sample plate. 

Arrows showing the three directions of the tests (see also Figure 8) 

Figure 12: Specimens (1-3: 0°, 4-5: 90°, 7-9: 45°) 

1 
2 

3 
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While applying tensional forces on the specimens with the testing machine, the deformation 
of the specimens are measured using two extensometers. Two extensometers are used to 
measure and handle the possible bending. Additionally, the applied force is recorded, see 
Figure 13 for the test set-up. 

 Figure 13: Tensile test machine with specimen (1), extensometers (2,3) and load cell (4). 

 

The results of the tensile tests are given in chapter 5.3. A short overview is given in Table 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1
 2
 

3
 

4
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Table 2: Overview on the test results for tensile tests 

Specimen No. Direction E-Module in GPa Mean value 

E-Module in GPa 

1 1 11.91 

11.85 2 1 11.87 

3 1 11.76 
    

4 2 9.66 

10.17 5 2 10.00 

6 2 10.90 
    

7 3 2.36 

2.30 8 3 2.17 

9 3 2.36 

4.1.2 Compression test 
In addition to the above described tensional tests, compression tests with the foam core of 
the blade are performed. The theory is principally the same as for the tensional tests and is 
explained in chapter 4.1.1.  

From Ampair Energy Ltd a cube of the core material was provided. From this cube, two test 
specimens could be machined (Figure 14). The compression tests are run pretty much in the 
same manner as the tensional tests, except of compressing instead of pulling the specimens. 
The test speed is also changed though. It is now 1mm/min, instead of 2mm/min for the 
tensile tests. While putting load on the core material, the compression is measured by two 
extensometers which are arranged perpendicular to each other. See Figure 15 for the test 
set up.  

Figure 14: Test specimens for the compression test 
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The extensometers are chosen to be perpendicular to each other because the specimens are 
expected to bend under the pressure. Since the bending direction is not known before the 
test, putting the extensometers opposite of each other could in the worst case lead to 
almost no extension. The perfect solution would be to mount four extensometers at the 
specimen. With only two extensometers available, putting them perpendicular to each other 
is the best solution. However, there is a little error possible in cause of bending. The 
extensometer is either on the tension or the compression side and gives therefore a bit too 
much, or too less displacement. Perfect would be to have one extensometer on the tension 
side, and one on the compression side. Then the average gives the displacement in the 
middle of the specimen. 

 

4.1.3 Center of gravity measurement 
In previous tests, two wind turbine blades were scanned with a computational tomography 
(3D X-ray scanner) to acquire knowledge about the physical structure of the blade and the 
material layering. Within those scans it was found out that both wind turbine blades include 
additional weights. One has it close to the tip of the blade (see red mark in Figure 16), and 
the other was found to have even two extra weights included. Those are however at 
different positions than the others. (Linderholt, 2012) 

The objective in deriving the center of gravity is to find out the balancing procedure. From 
(Gibanica, et al., 2013) it is known, that the turbine blades are grouped in packages 

Figure 15: Set up for the compresion test 

Figure 16: X-ray scan of a wind turbine blade 
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considering the weight. There are always three blades sold in one package to be assembled 
to one turbine. The question is, if also the center of gravity is used for the balancing and 
grouping the blades. 

For measuring the center of gravity several methods can be used. A very simple method is to 
hang the structure as free as possible. When a structure hangs free, the center of gravity is 
always on the vertical line going through the point of fixture. Hanging the structure on three 
positions, and marking each time the corresponding vertical line gives the center of gravity 
as the intersection of the lines. This method is shown for two positions by Figure 17 and 
Figure 18. For marking the lines, a line-laser is used.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The marked points are afterwards measured by a 3-axis measuring machine. The coordinates 
of the center of gravity for each blade are shown in Table 4, page 31. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 17: Determination of the center of gravity by hanging the blade 

COG 

Figure 18: Hanging the blade, vertical laser line in red  
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4.1.4 Measurement of the blade twist 
One reason for deviations between the finite-element model and the measurement results 
may be found in different blade twists. A larger twist of a blade leads to a higher stiffness: A 
flat blade has a much larger mass moment of inertia in one direction than the other and, 
therefore, a weak and a strong direction. When twisted, the stiffness increases in the weak 
direction. Regarding the bending in the weak direction, this leads to higher 
eigenfrequencies.  

The spread of the tip angles is visible to the naked eye. To gain knowledge about this, the 
twisting of each blade is analyzed for eight positions along the blades’ x-axis. The deviations 
are assumed to be due to the production process and are not completely avoidable. During 
the curing process there are tensions coming up that lead to a not-constant blade twist. 
When modeling the blade and analyzing the modeshapes this can yield to deviations though.  

Specific points for the vibrational tests, the coordinates of twenty points on each of the 
surfaces are then known (see Figure 19). With those points, the twisting angles can be 
calculated. To achieve this, a middle line between the opposing surface points is 
constructed. Comparing all those middle lines along the x-axis gives with simple 
trigonometry an angle for all in all eight intersections. 

Figure 19: The measured points for one blade, dimensions in mm. 

The results of the calculation can be seen in the following graph (Figure 20). It can be seen, 
that the angles differ more and more to the tip of the blade, which is as expected since the 
blade gets thinner. It is also cumulative since a deviation at the base affects the tip and so do 
deviations closer to the tip. This means that the twisting deviations sums up along the x-axis. 
The spread of angles is at maximum 5.6° (Blade A905 vs. C888). This spread leads definitely 
to a noticeable variation of the dynamical behavior when comparing all blades. 
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Figure 20: Twist angles, calculated for eight points and eight blades 

 

The entire data collection can be found under chapter 5.1. 

 

4.1.5 Vibrational tests 

4.1.5.1 Introduction 
Vibrational tests are performed to gather information about the dynamical properties of the 
blade. With the results of these tests, a complete dynamic model of the structure can be 
established (see 3.4). The modal data that is desired to be obtained are the eigenfrequencies 
and the correlations between the modeshapes.  

At specific points on the surface of the wind turbine blade, there are piezoelectric-
accelerometers mounted. Those points represent the degrees of freedom for the 
experimentally established model. For a non-destructive connection, they are fixed with 
wax. 

For performing vibrational tests, different exciters can be used: 

a) Shaker 
Often used are electro-dynamic shakers which enable a high bandwidth of 
application possibilities. The shaker is controlled by a computer and runs through a 
certain frequency-bandwidth in a predefined pattern.  
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b) Hammer 

Another widely used source of excitation is an impact hammer (Figure 21), with 
which the structure can be given an impulse. The impact is measured by a force 
sensor at the impact tip (De Silva, 2007).  

 
 

4.1.5.2 Setup 
The blades are hung as close as possible to a free-free configuration using thin wires. 
Starting from a static position, an excitation is induced into the system in order to obtain the 
response of the system. The free-free configuration cannot be realized perfectly. Reason for 
that are all the wires connecting the accelerometers with the measurement equipment. 
Since there are 20 accelerometers, the blade is by far not hanging freely anymore. However, 
this cannot be avoided completely since there are no wireless accelerometers available. The 
only possibility would be a high-precision optical device, being able to perform contact-free 
measurement of displacement. Besides that, the accelerometers have a dead-load 
themselves, which somehow will influence the dynamical behavior of the structure.  

To determine the points in which the accelerometers are put, collaboration with Chalmers 
University in Sweden was established. With using the same points for measuring, the results 
can be compared. A drawing of the blade with the X and Y distances of the points that 
Chalmers’ students used in their previous study was used. This allows not only to measure 
the dynamic behavior with respect to the same position in the accelerometer, but also to 
determine the changes in geometry. Specifically the twisting of the blade can be measured. 
All measurement results can finally be compared with the results from Chalmers (Gibanica, 
et al., 2013). The Z-Coordinate of the points was measured on both sides of the three sets of 
blades by a company external to university (W-Tools AB, 2012). 

 

Figure 22 shows the 20 measurement points. 

Figure 21: Excitation hammer 
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Figure 22: Measurement points for the accelerometers. (Anders Johansson, Chalmers) 

 

All accelerometers together with the hammer are connected to the LMS measurement 
system. For the tests, the hammer is used with which a measurement with a high bandwidth 
can be made. This is a fast test method, and since the hammer has no connection after the 
hit, the structure is not influenced by it. However, it is hard to repeat the same excitation for 
every hit. 

For the hammer there are several tips available. Those differ from the material they are 
made off. The harder the tip, the shorter is the impulse, which gives a wider frequency band. 
Using soft materials like rubber gives a smaller frequency band, caused by a longer impulse. 
The tip used for the blade testing is made of plastic which yields to something in between 
the two cases described before. Several tests with different hammer tips led to the decision 
to use the one made of plastic. Using the rubber tip gives the problem that, in combination 
with the light blade, the hammer is too long in contact with the structure. This gives noisy 
and unclear FRFs as a result. The FRFs look pretty much the same for the hard hammer tip 
(steel). Here, the high frequencies are too dominant. 

4.1.5.3 Measurement equipment 
There are all in all 21 measurement channels needed (20 accelerometers, one hammer). For 
this, two of the LMS-SCADAS systems are coupled. They are connected via glass-fiber cables, 
one being master and one being the slave. The whole system can be extended to hundreds 
of input-channels with this method. Using an Ethernet cable the master device is connected 
to a laptop on which the measurement software is running.  
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4.1.5.4 Process 
An impulse excitation is induced into the system by hitting the blade with a hammer on one 
of the points that are going to be measured. The point is hit five times in order to obtain an 
average of the results. Each impact should ultimately be made with the same strength. 

Each sensor can transmit its sensitivity and other information electronically to the LMS 
software using the Transducer Electronic Data Sheet (TEDS). Each of the 20 sensors is 
assigned to one specific point of the geometry, whose coordinates are known.  

Prior to the measurement, the scope of the sensors must be adjusted in the software, by 
performing the same excitation than later in the test. The aim with calibrating the ranges is 
that none of the sensors becomes overloaded, and at the same time that the measuring 
ranges are used as much as possible. 

In the actual measurement, an average is obtained from five different hits, as previously 
stated. The impacts are made at different points of the blade. During this measuring process, 
it is important to monitor the graphical input of the excitation force to ensure that the blade 
is not hit twice accidentally. 

The results will more often than not be graphically displayed through the Frequency 
Response Function (from now, FRF), often using a logarithmic scale. A time response 

Figure 23: set-up of the accelerometers 
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function, with the same information processed differently, would make the analysis of the 
results harder. 

From the FRF the eigenmodes of the blade are extracted. Interest is taken in 
eigenfrequencies lower than 1000 Hz. This encompasses from six to eight frequencies 
ranging from 60 Hz to 800 Hz. A table with the results of the experiments is attached in the 
appendix. Each mode represents a different dynamic behavior of the blade: The lowest 
frequency mode stands for the first bending, the second lowest for the second bending 
mode, etc. 

The Modal Assurance Criterion makes it possible to validate the results. It measures the 
correlation between any two modes. If two different modes of the same structure show a 
high correlation the test setup is not satisfactory. 

4.2 Finite Element Model 
From previous work, there is a detailed Finite Element model available. It was made up from 
a CAD model, which was the result of a 3D-measurement of a wind turbine blade. 
(Linderholt, 2012) This model is made up in such a manner, that the core and the skin are 
modeled as they are in reality. This means the core and the skin are two different structures, 
but connected to each other. The dynamical behavior of the blade is thus expected to be 
modeled realistically given optimal parameter settings. 

The FE-model can finally be tuned and improved with the data collection, done during the 
laboratory tests. It is expected, that the skin can be relatively good modeled, since it seems 
to have the same properties all over the blade. According to (Nurbhai & Macknelly, 2012) 
the model is still not perfect, since the thickness of the skin varies from the blade leading 
edge (> 2 mm) to the trailing edge (< 2 mm). 

Another unknown point is that the density of the foam seems to be not constant over the 
whole blade. Probably caused from the production process, the core has at the tip of the 
blade a smaller density. This is hard to model in a simple but good way and will therefore 
bring a certain error to the model. 

The skin material (glass fiber reinforced polymer) is here simplified to be modeled as 
transverse isotropic, which means the specimen has the same material properties in two 
directions, and is just different in the third direction. Since the glass fiber skin is not loaded 
in the direction perpendicular to its surface, it can be assumed that in this direction the 
properties are the same as in one of the other directions. Figure 24 shows the glass fiber skin 
orientation in the coordinate system. Here, it is assumed that the material properties for the 
x- and y-direction are the same. 
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Figure 25 shows a three-dimensional cube where the stress components are illustrated.  

 

The constitutive law, i.e. the relation between stresses and strains, is given by: 

𝛔 = 𝐃𝛆 

For a transversely isotropic material, which is assumed here, this is: 
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Whereas D11 and D22 are the same. 
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Figure 24: Glass-fiber skin in the 
coordinate system 
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Figure 25:  Stress components for 
a 3D-cube 
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4.3 Finite Element model 

4.3.1 Introduction 
To conduct the finite element analysis of the blade model and the specimens that are tested, 
the simulation software Nastran is used. NASTRAN stands for NASA Structural Analysis 
System and was developed in the 60s by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
It provides capacity to solve finite element problems. NASA has further developed the 
software, which remains a reference system for structural analysis (Open Channel Software, 
2013). 

Nastran solves a variety of problems, including linear statics and modal analysis. While it is 
possible to define a model in Nastran by entering the elements by code, it becomes 
unreasonable as the model becomes more complex. Instead, usually companion software 
with graphical interface, such as Patran or SimXpert, is used in combination to define the 
model and show the results, while Nastran is still used to obtain the solution.  

4.3.2 Ideal tensile test specimen 
In the assumption that it would be possible to obtain a flat piece of material from the 
provider of the blades, especially from the skin material, a model of the test specimen 
specified in ISO-527 for fiber reinforced plastics was made.  

 
Figure 26: Tensile test specimen 

This specimen is clamped at one of the ends and can be deformed axially in the other. A 
static force of 5 KN size is applied to set the specimen in tension. In this case, SimXpert is 
used the pre- and postprocessor whereas the solutions are performed by Nastran. 

Another purpose of building this model was to increase the familiarity of the writers of the 
thesis with the software package when later dealing with the more complex model of the 
turbine blade. 

4.3.3 Blade model 
Previous to the thesis, a CAD model of the blade was obtained by the use of 3D cameras on 
the real blade. Such model included separate geometries for the skin and core material. It 
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was then imported into SimXpert in order to create a mesh and incorporate the properties 
of the material. A dynamic solution was then made and the modeshapes were obtained. 

 
Figure 27: Finite element model of the blade 

In the context of this thesis, the aim was to obtain more accurate property materials by the 
means of the tensile tests. An orthotropic model, with different young modulus in different 
directions, is then built. The deformations and eigenmodes obtained with these new 
properties should be closer to the result of the vibrational experiments. 
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5 Results and analysis 

5.1 Spread of angles and masses  
A measurement of the twist of the blades was made. An explanation of the means by which 
these results were obtained is included in chapter 4.1.4. Table 3 collects the angles for the 
eight positions determined in Figure 28. It follows that the variability of the angle is bigger 
on positions next to the tip than on the wider end. This is explained by the blade being stiffer 
in the area next to the nacelle and can be also related to its manufacturing method.  

There is nothing indicating that the blades are associated in sets based on similarity of 
angles. There is a big spread within the same angles for the same set of blades. This leads to 
differences in the dynamic behavior of the blades, even in sets that are grouped to work 
together. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The mass, however, is quite equal within each set of blades. It can be concluded that the 
additional weights were definitely introduced to reach equilibrium of masses in each set. The 
positions in which these additional weights, possibly led rods, were put inside the blade can 
be determined through visible marks on the surface. These marks signal where a hole was 
made on the blade and later filled in.  

  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Figure 28: Lines in which the angles are measured and numbering 
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Table 3: Cross-sectional angles (degrees) and mass of the blades (g). Also, mean value (µ), 
standard deviation (σ) and coefficient of variation (COV, %) for these two variables.  

Set  A  B 

Blade  905 912  µ σ  893 906 907  µ σ 

Angle 1  11,63 11,52  11,58 0,06  11,52 11,64 11,60  11,59 0,05 

Angle 2  16,07 16,20  16,14 0,06  15,97 16,36 16,68  16,34 0,29 

Angle 3  19,75 20,14  19,95 0,20  19,93 20,27 20,92  20,37 0,41 

Angle 4  22,48 23,35  22,92 0,44  23,08 23,17 24,12  23,46 0,47 

Angle 5  24,42 25,65  25,04 0,61  25,24 26,03 26,03  25,77 0,37 

Angle 6  25,65 27,07  26,36 0,71  26,66 26,25 27,23  26,71 0,40 

Angle 7  26,56 27,81  27,19 0,63  27,86 28,69 28,82  28,46 0,43 

Angle 8  27,15 27,67  27,41 0,26  27,92 28,47 29,29  28,56 0,56 

Mass  798,4 798,0  798,20 0,20  812,3 812,0 814,4  812,90 1,07 

 

Set  C  Total 

Blade  888 892 895  µ σ  µ σ COV 

Angle 1  11,37 11,66 11,57  11,53 0,12  11,56 0,09 0,80 

Angle 2  16,01 16,60 16,30  16,30 0,24  16,27 0,26 1,62 

Angle 3  19,52 21,04 20,39  20,32 0,62  20,25 0,53 2,63 

Angle 4  22,00 24,56 23,91  23,49 1,09  23,33 0,85 3,64 

Angle 5  24,23 27,18 26,87  26,09 1,32  25,71 1,05 4,10 

Angle 6  25,49 28,89 28,92  27,77 1,61  27,02 1,31 4,87 

Angle 7  25,79 30,12 30,56  28,82 2,15  28,27 1,63 5,77 

Angle 8  25,36 29,45 30,97  28,59 2,37  28,29 1,69 5,97 

Mass   795,0 795,7 795,1  795,27 0,31  802,61 8,08 1,01 

 

Note: 

Standard deviation 

𝜎 = �
1
𝑁
�(𝜇 − 𝑥𝑖)2
𝑁

𝑖=1

 

 

Coefficient of Variation 

𝐶𝑂𝑉 =
𝜎
𝜇
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5.2 Center of gravity measurement 
A study was conducted to find the center of gravity of each blade. The procedure is 
explained in chapter 4.1.3. The results of this measurement are shown in Table 4 below. The 
coordinates in the table are taken with respect to the origin shown in Figure 22, page 23. 
The results are roughly equal, with the exception of blade 907, belonging to set B. Here, the 
center of gravity is displaced with respect to the longitudinal axis. It was observed that the 
mass is also the highest for this blade.  

Since there is no further obvious conspicuousness, especially regarding the grouping of the 
blades, it is presumed that only the mass is considered for making sets.  

 

Table 4: Position of the center of gravity (mm) of the blades and masses (g). Also, mean 
value (µ), standard deviation (σ) and coefficient of variation (COV, %) for these variables. 

Set Blade x y Mass 

A 

905 232,23 2,95 798,40 

912 234,85 3,02 795,00 
µ 233,54 2,99 796,70 
σ 1,31 0,03 1,70 

COV 0,56 1,17 0,21 

B 

893 238,80 3,64 812,30 
906 236,95 3,03 812,00 

907 236,69 4,84 814,40 
µ 237,48 3,84 812,90 
σ 0,94 0,75 1,07 

COV 0,40 19,60 0,13 

C 

888 232,41 3,59 795,00 
892 234,67 3,84 795,70 

895 230,35 3,04 795,10 
µ 232,48 3,49 795,27 
σ 1,76 0,33 0,31 

COV 0,76 9,57 0,04 
Total µ 234,62 3,49 802,24 

 σ 2,65 0,60 8,35 

 COV 1,13 17,24 1,04 
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5.3 Tensile tests 
The results of all performed tensile tests can be seen in Table 5. The values are reasonable 
since the E-module was expected to be a bit higher in direction 1, where the fibers are 
straight, and not curved as in direction 2. For the diagonal tensile tests, the Young’s modulus 
is much lower, since the specimens show more shear compared to the previous tests. This 
can be seen in Figure 29 by comparing specimens 1-3 with specimens 7-9. During setting up 
the load on the diagonal specimens (7-9), their shape changed and the cross-sectional area 
got reduced noticeable. Fibers braked out especially at the edges and the surface split up. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 29: Test specimens after the tensile test (Notice: Specimens 1-3 and 7-9 had 
approximately the same length before the test. Spec. 4-6 were longer from beginning. See 

Table 5) 
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Table 5: Results of the tensile tests. 

No. Direction width            
in mm 

thickness    
in mm 

length          
in mm 

area             
in mm 

E-Module in 
GPa 

Mean value 
E-Module in 

GPa 

1 

1 

20.11 3.18 188 63.95 11.91 

11.85 2 20.08 3.12 186 62.65 11.87 

3 20.06 3.20 189 64.19 11.76 

4 

2 

20.05 3.44 220 68.97 9.66 

10.19 5 20.05 3.28 220 65.76 10.00 

6 20.04 3.19 220 63.93 10.90 

7 

3 

20.08 3.23 191 64.86 2.36 

2.30 8 20.13 3.24 191 65.22 2.17 

9 19.84 3.25 191 64.48 2.36 

 

The Young’s modulus is calculated by setting up a linear approximation of the stress-strain 
curve. Actually the E-Module represents the slope of that line. Figure 30 shows as an 
example the stress-strain curve of the first test specimen. For approximating that curve, two 
points are chosen, through which a straight line is put. Here those two points are 0.5 % and 
1.0 % strain. The same applies to the other two tests of the first set of specimens. For the 
perpendicular and the diagonal test set, the points are chosen different to suite better the 
curve. For all stress-strain curves see the appendix 9.1.  

 
 Figure 30: Stress-strain curve for specimen 1  
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5.4 Compression tests 
 

Under the pressure, the test specimens start to bend and show deformation, Figure 31 
shows the specimens after the test. Good to see are shear surfaces in 45 degrees (see the 
detail in Figure 32). 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After an almost linear start of the compression test, the stress-strain curve becomes more 
and more non-linear. See Figure 33. Both diagrams for the compression tests are found in 
the appendix chapter 5.4. 

 

 

The E-Modules analyzed from the compression tests which were performed for the core 
material are shown in Table 6. 

Figure 32: Detail of the shear 
surfaces. 

Figure 31: Core-specimens after the compression test. 

Figure 33: Stress-strain diagram for compression test No.1 
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Table 6: Results of the core-material compression tests 

No. width            
in mm 

thickness    
in mm 

length          
in mm 

area             
in mm 

E-Module in 
GPa 

Mean value 
E-Module in 

GPa 

1 19.05 19.05 72.22 362.9 1.43 
1.42 

2 19.06 19.06 72.24 363.3 1.41 

 

The average value for the E-Module of 1.42 GPa correspond with the values given in 
literature. According to (W. & H., 2005) typical values for the Young’s modulus of 
Polypropylene are within the range from 1.3 to 1.8 GPa. 
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5.5 Vibrational tests 
The eigenfrequencies resulted from the vibrational tests are presented in Table 7. To obtain 
these frequencies two different points, 1 and 8, were used for excitation (a representation of 
the measurement points of the blade can be seen in Figure 34). This makes it possible to 
detect an eigenmode that might not appear when hitting the other point. Therefore, two 
different sets of results were generated for each blade. The frequencies displayed in Table 7 
are taken from hitting point 1, where all modes up to the tenth could be found, except for 
mode 10 in blade 893. 

 

 
 

 

It can be seen that the coefficient of variation (COV), understood as the relation between 
the standard deviation of the blades and the respective mean value, is higher for the lower 
frequencies and becomes less significant (thus the variability is smaller with respect to the 
total value) when the frequencies are higher. This can easily be seen in Figure 35 (a) and 
Figure 35 (b), which show the spread of the blade frequencies in the first and the eight 
modes.  

  
 

Figure 35: (a) Spread of blade frequencies for the first mode. (b) Spread for the second mode 
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Figure 34: Position of the measurement points (see Figure 22 for their coordinates) 
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Table 7: Eigenfrequencies (Hz) of the blades. Following, mean value (µ, Hz), standard 
deviation (σ, Hz) and coefficient of variation (COV, %) for each mode and all blades 

Set  A  B 

Blade  905 912  µ σ  893 906 907  µ σ 

Mode 1  43,40 42.28  42,84 0,56  46,27 42,25 46,78  45,10 2,03 

Mode 2  122,56 119,51  121,04 1,53  125,73 121,51 128,07  125,11 2,71 

Mode 3  169,96 171,78  170,87 0,91  181,27 175,51 184,08  180,29 3,57 

Mode 4  237,44 233,30  235,37 2,07  244,40 237,37 247,94  243,24 4,39 

Mode 5  298,77 297,39  298,08 0,69  305,36 301,74 307,05  304,71 2,22 

Mode 6  380,93 369,33  375,13 5,80  390,78 378,30 396,58  388,56 7,63 

Mode 7  438,42 442,16  440,29 1,87  452,04 449,16 459,99  453,73 4,58 

Mode 8  533,94 530,42  532,18 1,76  548,90 536,98 553,22  546,37 6,86 

Mode 9   593,70 593,45  593,58 0,12  619,37 599,43 619,97  612,92 9,55 

Mode 10  681,91 675,01  678,46 3,45  * 690,70 687,35  689,03 1,67 

 

Set  C  Total 

Blade  888 892 895  µ σ  µ σ COV 

Mode 1  42,50 43,78 43,20  43,16 0,53  44,03 1,66 3,77 

Mode 2  120,65 124,19 119,51  121,45 1,99  123,18 2,79 2,27 

Mode 3  166,52 169,41 170,14  168,69 1,57  173,84 6,15 3,54 

Mode 4  239,06 238,65 234,85  237,52 1,89  239,96 4,23 1,76 

Mode 5  289,14 291,73 291,29  290,72 1,13  297,87 6,69 2,25 

Mode 6  371,40 377,96 376,99  375,45 2,89  381,85 8,09 2,12 

Mode 7  432,25 433,65 429,77  431,89 1,60  442,18 10,71 2,42 

Mode 8  528,09 531,52 525,03  528,21 2,65  536,81 9,76 1,82 

Mode 9   581,84 590,62 581,54  584,66 4,21  598,07 14,86 2,49 

Mode 10  677,58 665,97 664,79  669,45 5,77  678,05 9,86 1,45 

* Could not find the mode. 

 
Blades 893 and 907 show the greatest variation, with their frequencies being noticeably 
higher than for the rest of the blades. The graphics of the spread of the frequencies for all 
modes can be seen in the appendix. 

Some frequency response functions are shown in Figure 36, up to 1000 Hz. The difference of 
the response of the blades became too big after this value. It can be observed than the 
response of the blades is more equal the lower the frequencies are, as previously stated in 
(Gibanica, et al., 2013). Also, the amplitude of the response varies greatly when hitting 
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different points, although the frequencies in which the peaks (and, therefore, the modes) 
can be found are roughly the same.  The first torsional mode, around the 170 Hz, is always 
present when hitting point 1 with the hammer, while it is missing in four of the blades when 
point 8 was hit instead. The frequency response functions for all measurement and the two 
hitting points are shown in the appendix. 

 

 

 
Figure 36: Frequency response functions for three different points. 

Column on the left shows the response for points 1, 8 and 16 when hitting point 1 with the 
hammer. Column on the right shows the response for the same points when hitting point 8. 
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The tests were conducted by students performing their first vibrational test and attention 
had to be paid to the coherence of the results. The coherence compares the output of the 
different channels to check if there is transmitted vibration. A highest as possible coherence 
is desirable. Figure 37 shows the coherence of two measurements of the same blade when 
hitting different points. It is observable that the coherence quality is lower when hitting 
point 8. This is explained by point 1 being in a stiff part of the blade and closer to the line by 
which the blade is hanging. At point 8, on the other hand, it is easier to have small 
displacements before the excitation is applied, which affect the quality of the hit and the 
measurements. The coherence graphs for all the measurements are shown in the appendix. 

 

  
Figure 37: Coherence of blade 892 (a) when hitting point 1 (b) when hitting point 8 

The test acquires also the experimental modeshape values. These can be used with the 
modeshape values of the computer model eigenfrequencies in order to determine their 
correlation through the MAC, as explained in chapter 3.6. It is also possible to display the 
different experimental modes graphically. For example, in Figure 38, the shapes of the first 
ten modes in blade 905 are shown. From the analysis of each individual blade, the 
identification of the modes was achieved. The modes named in Figure 38 (for blade 905) 
apply also in order and shape for the rest of the blades.  

 

 
(a) first bending mode, 43.395 Hz 

 
(b) second bending mode, 122.562 Hz 

(a) (b) 
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(c) first torsional mode, 169.959 Hz 

 
(d) third bending mode, 237.436 Hz 

 
(e) second torsional modes, 298.770 Hz 

 
(f) fourth bending mode, 380.932 Hz 

 
(g) third torsional mode, 438.423 Hz 

 
(h) fifth bending mode, 533.935 Hz 

 
(i) fourth torsional mode, 593.702 Hz 

 
(j) first complex mode, 681.907 Hz 

Figure 38: First ten modeshapes for blade 905, hit at point 1 

 

The Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) was used in each blade when identifying the modes. 
When comparing the modeshapes of a single blade, it was possible to ensure that each of 
the modes is individual and not a combination of other modes. For that to be the case, the 
MAC between two different modes of the same blade should not be higher than 80%. In the 
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experiments carried out, the MAC did not reach a threshold of approximately 10% in any of 
the cases. Figure 39 shows these results as a graphical MAC-Matrix calculated for the first 
nine modes of the eight blades. This matrix represents the comparison of all the blades with 
each other. There are only nine modes visualized, since it was not possible to extract more 
than nine comparable modes from all the blades. It can be seen, that the MAC numbers 
between two different modes is, compared to two same modes, very low. 

 
Figure 39: MAC-Matrix for the comparison of all blades. 

 

In Figure 40 the MAC for comparing the analytical and the measured modeshapes is 
visualized. The correlation for the first eight modes is very high with approximately 85.5 – 
98.9 %. Only the ninth mode (fourth torsional mode) shows a lower MAC-Value of 48.2 % - 
65.8 %. Between different modes there is no correlation higher than 14.4 %, which is a good 
sign for that the test setup was satisfactory. 
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Figure 40: MAC between the analytical derived modes (FEM) and the measured blades. 

Table 8 exemplifies the different modes found in blade 905 and the analytical model. It can 
be noted that the frequencies for the bending modes are approximately equal, whereas 
there is a difference between the frequencies for the torsional mode. The latter are higher 
for the analytical model, which is related to the estimated shear modulus. This topic is 
treated in more detail in discussion (chapter 6). 

Table 8: Mode frequencies of blade 905 and FE model and MAC between them. 

fexperimental fanalyitical Description MAC 

43,40 44,90 1st bending mode 0,9852 

122,56 123,78 2nd bending mode 0,9827 

169,96 296,79 1st torsional mode 0,9582 

237,44 239,73 3rd bending mode 0,9504 

298,77 486,28 2nd torsional mode 0,8541 

380,93 392,00 4th bending mode 0,8734 

438,42 680,94 3rd torsional mode 0,8563 

533,94 573,08 5th bending mode 0,8555 

593,70 889,08 4th torsional mode 0,5632 
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6 Discussion 
The main purpose of this thesis was to improve an FE-model of a wind turbine blade. By 
tuning the material properties of the model, good results were achieved. The FE-model 
correlates now in a good way with the measurement data i.e. the real blade. However, this 
correlation is only found when comparing just the modeshapes of analytical and 
experimental data. The frequencies at which the modes occur are close for the bending 
modes but differ for the torsional modes. The eigenfrequencies of the torsional modes are 
higher in the analysis compared to tests. Since this is only found for the torsional modes, it is 
assumed that there is an error in the shear modulus which is calculated from the Young’s 
modulus and the Poisson’s ratio. 

When considering the eigenvalue problem (7), the relation between the stiffnesses can be 
expressed as (8). (With subscript a meaning the analytical values and e meaning the 
experimental values). 

|𝜔2𝑀 − 𝐾| = 0 (7) 

𝐾𝑒
𝐾𝑎

= �
𝜔𝑒
𝜔𝑎
�
2

 (8) 

This relation of the analytical and the experimental frequency gives an approximate value of 
1/3. Using that value, the shear modulus could be recalculated in accordance to the 
previously used to improve the torsional behavior of the model. 

Besides that error in the torsional modes, the material tests performed with the skin and the 
core material of the blade gave a good improvement of the model especially considering the 
bending modes. Even for the 5th bending mode, the analytical derived eigenfrequency is 
only 7 % higher than the experimental measured eigenfrequency. Additionally, the MAC is 
also pretty good with around 85 %. 

The analysis of the blade twist was performed to find reasons for deviations in the dynamical 
behavior of each blade. It was found, that even for the same set of blades there are spread 
in angles We conclude from this result, that Ampair Energy Ltd. focuses its effort in getting 
equal masses for the blades in each set. However, the deviations of geometry, which are 
related to the manufacturing process, seem not to be prioritized. 

Thanks to the help of Ampair Engergy Ltd. it was possible to obtain suitable specimens, 
separately for the core material and the skin. The tensile tests which were performed with 
those specimens gave the base for the improvement of the model. The geometry of the core 
specimen made it necessary to arrange compression tests instead of tensile tests. However, 
it was possible to obtain the Young’s modulus for the core.  
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7 Conclusions  
Having a good model of the turbine blade, the wind turbine assembly can be modeled. For 
this, the other elements must also be modeled in an equally extensive way.  

We have now found out the resistance of two materials whose properties were not shared 
by the developer. The validity of these results was proved by comparing the computer model 
with the results of the vibrational tests. However, there can still be made more tests with 
the material samples, for example to find the Poissons’s ratio and therefore the shear 
modulus. For the isotropic core this can supposedly be performed by finding a single value. 
For the skin material, this is a more complex problem, since it has direction-depending 
properties. 

Also the model could be more simplified by reducing its number of degrees of freedom. A 
small number of well-defined nodes should be able to represent the whole system in 
accurate way. 

The vibrational tests gave results comparable to those performed in previous studies for the 
same blade. Repeating the measurements both for the tensile and the vibrational tests gives 
us good average values. 

A small variability between the blades can be explained by different blade geometries and 
properties. Therefore a 100 %-correlation between model and reality cannot be achieved for 
more than one blade. However, the MAC is generally considered to be good above 80 % and 
our results exceed that number up to the eighth mode. 
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9 Appendix 

9.1 Tensile tests 
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9.2 Compression tests 
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9.3 Frequency response functions 

9.3.1 Hit point 1 
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9.3.2 Hit point 8 
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9.4 Spread of frequencies in modes 
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9.5 Coherence 
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Time schedule 
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